Before your first use
Please get in touch to arrange an induction so that you are familiar with the
equipment and resources available.
How to book
Complete the booking form and return to Central Baptist Church Office or
directly to Andrew Calder (details below). Please book at least a week prior
to the date required. Andrew will confirm your booking.
Costs
The Sensory Room costs £10 for 1 hour and £7.50 for each additional hour.
You can book the hall attached (with small tea bar) to the Sensory Room
together with the Sensory Room for £30 for 2 hrs and £12.50 for each
additional hour, the Sensory room would be free.
What if I need to cancel?
If you cancel 24hrs before your booking then there would be no charge.
We are aware that clients can often be unpredictable and you may need to
cancel at the last minute. If you cancel on the day please contact the office
ASAP.
For further information
Please contact the Church office (Mon, Wed ,Fri, 10am – 12noon)

All correspondence to Central Baptist Church Office,
9a Ward Road, Dundee DD1 1LP
Telephone: 01382 201255
Email: office@cbcdundee.org.uk
Visit our website: www.cbcdundee.org.uk
Central Baptist Church is Scottish Charity, SC000311

The Link, 4 Ward Road, Dundee

Located on the first floor of the Link (Lift is available for
access). The room is multipurpose and multisensory.

The projector displays warm
abstract colours in a continually
changing pattern.

Using sound and light the room can be set up to create
both a calm and relaxing atmosphere,
and a stimulating and interactive environment.
The bubble tube is interactive.
Clients can control the
bubbles and colours by
pressing the buttons.
Clients own switches can
be used.

Press the coloured hands on the sound
wall to be rewarded with musical
sounds or effect noises

The Chaos can be sound activated
or set to fill the room with a
constantly changing carousel of
lights.
Clients can use
the light tracker to guide a light beam around
the room.

The fibre optic carpet and
fibre optic strands provide a
shimmering, twinkling array
of vibrant lights.

There are also a collection of visual, tactile and auditory toys
and resources available to support the interactions and
stimulation of clients in the Sensory Room.

